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This paper proposes an image forensic scheme with both robust and fragile watermarking techniques 
for business documents. Through a dual watermarking approach, the proposed scheme can achieve 
image forensics objectives of (a) identification of source; (b) authentication of documents; and (c) 
locating the tempered areas of documents due to attacks. An example is presented to prove the 
concepts of the proposed scheme.  
Keywords: Image Forensics, Fragile and Robust Watermarking, Business Document.  
1. INTRODUCTION 
In business, digital documents include legal documents, official reports, contracts, agreements and so 
on. Currently, most of business documents are in MS Word and PDF formats and they contain both 
text and graphs. In this paper, business documents are represented as digital images technically. 
Digital forensic becomes crucial when these business documents are treated as evidence of a crime or 
attack. In the private sector, digital forensic is required during internal corporate investigations or 
intrusion investigation.  
In general, digital forensic can be used to attribute evidence to specific suspects, confirm alibis or 
statements, determine intent, identify sources, or authenticate documents (Wikipedia, 2013). Zhou et 
al. (Zhou et al., 2011) point out that digital image forensics can be used to (a) judge whether an image 
is from a particular digital camera; (b) determine whether an image was produced by the same type of 
cameras or other equipment or software; (c) to determine whether an image has been processed (or 
attacked); and (d) to determine whether an image is the original one or not. 
Digital watermarking is a key process in active image forensics (Xi et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011). It 
is a process of embedding relevant information (such as a logo, fingerprint, and serial number) into a 
digital content (Kung et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2001; Xi et al., 2011). The embedded data can be viewed 
as digital watermarks. There are two types of digital watermarks and they are visible (or fragile) and 
invisible (or robust) watermarks.  
A visible or fragile watermark is the translucent logos that often appear at the corner of images, in an 
attempt to prevent copyright infringement. Such watermarking process operates in the spatial domain, 
where the corresponding pixel values are modified directly or indirectly (Kutter et al., 1998; Voyatzis 
et al., 1997). However, these visible watermarks can be targeted and removed rather simply by 
cropping the image, or overwriting the logos (Xi et al., 2011). A visible or fragile watermark is used 
for content authentication applications to verify or authenticate the integrity of digital documents. 
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An invisible or robust watermark can often resist intentional and unintentional attacks to the images. 
Common attacks are often referred to image processing, such as compression, rotation, filtering, 
zooming and so on (Kung et al., 2009). The robust watermarking usually operates in the transform 
domain (Briassouli et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009; Tsui et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2008). In 
other words, robust watermarking techniques can embed data in the transform domain, such as 
frequency domain through Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) (Tsui et al., 2008; Zou et al., 2008), 
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) (Lin et al., 2008; Lu et 
al., 2009). A robust watermark can be used to determine the source of the image and copyright 
protection (Zhou et al., 2011).  
The objectives of digital image forensics for business documents include (a) identification of source; 
(b) authentication of documents; and (c) locating the tempered areas of documents due to attacks. Due 
to the nature of business documents, which are different from ordinary images, image forensics 
techniques for business documents could be quite different from those techniques in the literature of 
digital image forensics. This paper intends to fill this gap and proposes an image forensics scheme for 
business documents specifically. The proposed scheme falls into the category of active image 
forensics as digital watermarking is applied after the documents have been produced. The proposed 
scheme adopts a dual watermarking process, which is a rather innovative and promising approach in 
tackling image forensics problems (Zhou et al., 2011). 
2. PROPOSED IMAGE FORENSICS SCHEME 
The following are the terms used in the proposed image forensics scheme.  
 A business document, D is treated as an 8-bit gray-scaled image, where its pixel values 
ranging from 0 to 255.  
 A fragile watermark, W is a pre-defined watermark specifically for an organization, for 
example a company logo or trademark. This is also an 8-bit gray-scaled image.  
 An authentication data, AD is data for identifying a particular person or computer in an 
organization. It can be a staff ID, an IP address of a computer, and so on. In digital 
watermarking, it is commonly known as the Key of a watermarking process.  
 The embedded watermark, Wf is the watermark to be embedded into D. It is a fragile 
watermark and is produced by a robust watermarking process, whose inputs are W and AD.  
 A watermarked document, Dw is an 8-bit gray-scaled image. It is resulted from a fragile 
watermark insertion process, whose inputs are D and Wf. A simple implementation can be Dw 
= D + Wf. 
 An evidence of business document, also known as a modified watermarked document is 
denoted as Dw
’, which a watermarked document picked up by the police force or 
internal/external audit for examination. A Dw
’ can be (i) exactly the same as Dw. so the content 
of the document is identical to the original document, or (ii) a modified version of the original 
document, where the content of the document has been modified by attacks. 
2.1 Watermark Insertion 
In the proposed scheme, the watermark insertion process as depicted in Figure 1 is responsible for 
inserting a digital watermark, Wf into a business document, D. The watermark, Wf is applied to all 
pages of the document. The process consists of two different watermarking techniques: a robust 
watermarking technique and a fragile watermarking technique. It is also known as dual watermarking 
technique. The primary objective of the robust watermarking process is to incorporate authentication 
data, AD into a fragile watermark, W. It results in another fragile watermark, Wf for inserting to the 
business document, D.  
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The fragile watermark insertion process operates at the spatial domain. A simple implementation of 
the process can be an additional operator, which can be represented as follows. 
  Dw = D + Wf 
 
Figure 1 Watermark insertion process 
2.2 Watermark Verification 
The proposed watermark verification process is depicted in Figure 2. The objective of the watermark 
verification process is to verify whether the embedded watermark, Wf has been modified or not. If Wf 
is modified, the process is able to locate the tempered area. As fraudulent documents are usually very 
much similar to the original documents, except several major parts of the document, it is expected that 
Dw
’ should be very much similar to Dw. Based on this assumption, authentication can be achieved 
through the robust watermarking process.  
 
Figure 2 Watermark verification process 
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2.3 Proof or Concepts 
Assume the original business document, D contains only a letter “H”. Figure 3 shows all involving 
images during the watermark insertion process for the business document. The resulting watermarked 
document, Dw is produced. Then the watermark verification process is performed as DW’ - Wf. 
 
Figure 3 The watermark insertion process with an input of the letter “H” 
Assume a digital evidence Dw
’ is presented for examination. The content of the business document has 
been changed from the letter “H” to the letter “I”.  Figure 4 illustrates the watermark verification 
process with Dw
’. Figure 5 presents the result of the watermark verification when the Dw
’ is derived 
from a business document with the letter “I” without any changes.  
By comparing the results of Figures 4 and 5, it is shown that the watermark verification process can 
distinguish between a changed document and an unchanged document.  
 




Figure 4 The watermark verification process with Dw
’ of the letter “I” 
 
Figure 5 The result of the watermark verification process with the Dw
’ derived from the letter “I” 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
The proposed image forensics scheme can achieve the following major objectives of image forensics. 
a) Identifying the source of business documents as a fragile watermark, W of company logo is 
used in the scheme; 
b) Authenticating the documents as authentication data, AD are embedded into the documents 
through watermarking; and  
c) Locating the tempered areas through the watermark verification process. 
 
The following are the remaining problems with the proposed scheme. 
 The choice of robust and fragile watermarking techniques: The objectives of the watermarking 
techniques in the proposed scheme have been specified, but which particular watermarking 
techniques can provide the best performance are under reviews.  
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 The choice of the file format of watermarked business documents: The file format is likely to 
be PDF as this has been wide used by many organizations but further research is needed. 
 The design of fragile watermark: In the example, a black-and-white fragile watermark was 
used but it is likely to be a gray-scaled image in practice. Further investigations are required 
for the design of fragile watermarks, which is likely to be adopted by organizations.  
 
The proposed scheme is still under development and further tests are required to evaluate the 
performance and applicability of the scheme in business.  
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